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What is Attachment?
The enduring emotional relationship between the parent or caregiver and the infant that is the foundation for love and provides the
framework for all future relationships the child will develop. Attachment is the overarching system that explains principles, rules, and
emotions of relationships; how they work and how they don’t.
John Bowlby, Father of attachment theory says, “It is the unquestioning, unthinking, [unconscious] confidence in the unfailing
accessibility [availability] and support of attachment figures [parents or caregivers] and it is the bedrock on which a stable and selfreliant personality is built. Since relationships define the quality of our lives, attachment is key to our future development and
relationships.”
Questions you ask are:
Are you there for me?
Can I count on you?
Do you really care about me?
Am I worthy of your protection?
What do I have to do to get your attention, affection and your heart.
Two Aspects of Attachment are Self and Others: Self- Am I worthy of love. Others- Will others give me what I need
History of Attachment Theory
Genesis with Adam and Eve
The development of Basic Trust with Harry Harlow’s Monkeys
Ainsworth’s “Strange Situations” with Children
Four Attachment Styles
Secure: Self- I am worthy of love, Other- Others are willing and able to give me what I need. Biblical Example: Ruth
Avoidant: Self- I am worthy of love, Other- Others are unwilling or incapable of loving me. They are not trustworthy or reliable in
meeting my needs. Biblical Example: Jacob
Ambivalent: Self- I am not worthy of love. I cannot get what I need without being clingy or angry. Other- Others are capable of
meeting my needs but may not do so because of my flaws. It is my fault that people don’t love me. Biblical Example: Moses
Disorganized: Self- I am not worthy of love. I am not capable of getting what I need without being clingy or angry. Others-Others
are incapable of meeting my needs. They are untrustworthy and unreliable, abusive and I deserve it. Biblical Example: Mary
Magdalene

The following is a list of needs: If these needs were not met this could affect your attachment style:
Basic Needs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Love—to be unconditionally accepted for who you are.
Security—to know that you will not by harmed or abandoned.
Safety—there will be no tissue damage, property damage, or soul damage.
Nurturance—you will have food, shelter, and clothing, and be hugged and touched appropriately and
often.
Understanding—you can be who you are, understood for who you are, and loved for who you are.
Affirmation—to have your gifts and abilities recognized.

•
•
•

Connection—to belong and be a part of something that is greater than yourself.
Support—to have someone to help sustain you and hold you up, to have guidance and advice in life.
Significance—to feel special and important to someone and know that your needs and desires matter.
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